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INTRODUCTION

The cryptocurrency market is still young and exponentially growing. Each coin/token has

a different purpose. Our coin was created with a few things in mind.

First and foremost, to make it available for those who want to join the crypto movement,

regardless of your knowledge on the topic. With the end-user in mind, we decided to develop the

Pulsar blockchain, instead of branching off an existing blockchain. This would give our team full

control in giving the end-user a simple and fluid interaction with the cryptocurrency ecosystem.

Second, we want to create a decentralized exchange to make crypto’s used on a more

regular basis. That exchange is the main driving point behind the entire operation at Pulsar. In the

United States, we are left behind with cryptocurrency technology and advancement. Our goal is

to make a program that doesn’t rival the competitors, it surpasses them.

Finally, expansion. We want to innovate the blockchain ecosystem as well as inspire

innovation. These first couple of years will focus on growing and stabilizing the blockchain.

After our team decides the blockchain is mature enough, our focus will be set on expanding

Pulsar’s functionality.

OUR PURPOSE

Our team created this company with one main mission in mind. To create large scale use

of cryptocurrencies on a regular basis. Being in the United States, we realized our cryptocurrency

market is at a disadvantage compared to the rest of the world. Our program is meant to change

that and make it useful for everyone for any transaction.

There are a few things to consider in this market that can raise questions of the success of

this operation:



- Security- This is the most critical step needed to ensure the highest amount of success to

the company. A secure and fast network is extremely valuable to our entire operation.

This is what protects us and our uses from malicious threats. Our system is and will

always be tested and monitored to make sure we do what is necessary to keep everyone

safe. Our blockchain is HTTP, HTTPS, TCP, and UDP protected to make sure your

transactions and data will always be safe.

- Technical Detailing- It is a common theme to have cryptocurrency exchanges that are

barely at a sub-par level. They are slow, inefficient and costly. We aim to make our

system quick, cheap and useful, especially in the US where competition for

cryptocurrency exchanges is low.

Liquidity Issues- Another worry of our operation is the value of the coin we use as our

median of transaction. Using Pulsar Coin (PLSR) as the “nucleus” of the operation will ensure

there is always intrinsic value. The coin will be used for any and all transactions inside of the

decentralized currency exchange.

PULSAR COIN

Pulsar Coin (PLSR) is the median of our current and future platform. It will be the

nucleus to the entire exchange. The purpose is to have an extremely high quantity to be able to

withstand the high volumes of traffic with the coin inside of the exchange application. Easiest

comparison is the US dollar, without the inflation.



The future of cryptocurrency is in staking. With our blockchain, we’ve eliminated the use

of ASIC miners. This form of mining has proven to have a negative effect on the environment

and overall climate. Currently, blockchain ecosystems are moving from Proof-of-Work reward

systems to Proof-of-Stake reward systems. Pulsar is the compromise between both systems,

supporting both Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-Stake rewards. With the algorithm we’ve chosen,

the use of CPU mining is still allowed, although slightly more difficult to mine compared to

other blockchains. Implementing both reward systems into the blockchain allows for maximum

functionality / efficiency while also partially protecting from more common vulnerabilities that

full Proof-of-Stake blockchains are weakened by (for example: the 51% attack).

Total Supply: 500,000,000 (500 Million)

Development Team’s Supply: 50,000,000 (50 Million)

Launch Supply: 450,000,000 (450 Million)

Initial Reinvestment Strategy

Our coin will keep a portion of revenue to continue the project advancement. The

technology world is only getting better and faster and it is only right we do the same with our

operation.

Due to the fact we want to keep a larger quantity for the constant use of transactions, we

have no plan to enact a buyback of the token. However, if we come to the point where that is

necessary, we will take a portion of the company profit to buy back some tokens and burn it to

maintain a price floor.



25, 35, 40

This reinvestment strategy is in place to ensure our decentralized exchange as well as

cryptocurrencies stay as useful and efficient as possible. Using these profits to better our

company ensures positive development in the starting phase of our operation. This is a

breakdown of how we will split up the profits kept for Pulsar.

25%

We will take 25% of all profits and reinvest it into our services. Whether it be the decentralized

exchange, or to purchase our coin to manually burn a certain quantity. This section will be used

to better our services.

35%

With this bit of the profit, it is designed to be the emergency use / liquid cash for the business in

case any unexpected situations arise.

40%

This segment of the money will be used for marketing as well as developing the brand. The sole

purpose behind this is to ensure we are creating a strong community of holders.

USE CASE

We want a product that works for the people. Making transactions easy, cheap and efficient while

putting the consumer first. We plan to create our own application that tracks all transactions and

customers can earn rewards in a Pulsar USD tether.

Similar to the rewards system a credit card has, except this will take place on our fast and

efficient blockchain. Not only that, we are and will continue to work with businesses and

corporations to make this a viable reality.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

The overall goal of the program is simple. Our exchange will have 2 main purposes. As a

cryptocurrency exchange, while also having the capability to be a wallet, you use Pulsar Coin to

purchase other cryptocurrencies as well as using our coin for any sort of payment and

transaction. This would apply to any store or person who uses the program.

We will utilize a matching engine that can handle large quantities of transactions at any

given moment. We estimate the program can roughly withstand 1,200,000 transactions per

second. This should protect our program from being overwhelmed and rejecting orders.

The cryptocurrency market is only getting bigger and more relevant in the world. Our

goal is to make it useful for any use you want or need. We want our exchange to be the future of

financial services. With our time and dedication to the company, we believe we can make a

successful operation that changes the way cryptocurrencies are used forever.


